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Disclosures - Melanie
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• I am a white, cis-het, neurotypical woman
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Wendat, Haudenosaunee, Chippewa, Anishnabeg, and most 
recently, the Mississaugas of the Credit.



Disclosures - Matthew

• I am a self-advocate, and do not receive any money for my advocacy work
• I am a white, bisexual, non-binary, disabled Autistic 
• I live in rural Eastern Ontario in the traditional territory of the Anishnabek, Huron-Wendat 

and Haudenosaunee (St Lawrence Iroquois) peoples. This territory is covered by the 
Upper Canada Treaties.



Objectives

By the end of this presentation, you should
• Consider the language you use to speak about autism and behavior
• Be sensitive to the emotions experienced by families and how to help build 

acceptance into clinical care
• Feel more comfortable addressing questions of curing/treating autism
• Be aware of the risks of non-acceptance



LET’S TALK ABOUT TALKING!!



What’s the big deal? 

• How we talk about autism is important, particularly at critical 
junctures:
–Identification of first signs of autism
–Diagnostic feedback to family
–Assessing and helping with interfering behaviours
–Strengths-based language instead of deficit-based



Person-first (person with autism) or identity-first 
(autistic)?

• #1 Tip: ask their preference!
• Person first is often preferred by parents
• Identity first is the preference of many autistic youth and adults
• Follow their lead, be flexible



Let’s talk about identity

Identity-first language Person-first language
I am Canadian I have Canadianness
I am a father I have offspring
I am a son I have parents of which I 

have maleness
I am right-handed I have right-handedness
I am white I have whiteness
I am a Sens fan I have a fan interest in 

Sens

When it comes to talking about a person, use identity language, or safer just talk about 
them.  If you are talking about autism, use the diagnosis neutrally – “on the autism 
spectrum”



Alternative language to consider

• Instead of RED FLAGS, try:
–Possible signs of autism
–Early signs of autism

• Instead of CHALLENGING BEHAVIOURS, try:
–Interfering behaviours



Changing Our Vocabulary

Instead of… Try…
Symptom Characteristics or Traits
Deficit Challenge
Interventions Supports
Severe Extensive
Special needs Needs



Let’s talk about Levels of Functioning

- How an autistic can “function” one day in one 
area may be very different the next day

- “Functioning” describes capabilities at a moment 
in time

- Strengths in one area may mask significant 
gaps or challenges in other areas

- Change can quickly make someone “low 
functioning” who has been deemed “High 
Functioning”

- Executive functioning is usually the first area to 
see a drop in capacity.

- Functioning labels are ableist – they don’t help 
the child, but continue stigma towards certain 
autistics, and faulty expectations towards others



DISCUSSION TIME 1: 

Have you changed your language when 
talking about autism?
What did you change? Why?
What have you noticed?



LET’S TALK ABOUT FEELINGS

www.ted.com



Grief
• Stages of grief:

– Denial: He’s a boy; I was a late talker

– Anger: I can’t have this discussion right now

– Bargaining: It’s high functioning autism though, right?

– Depression: I didn’t have the energy to sign up for the OAP

– Acceptance

The process is not linear and families can re-enter at any stage



Do not mourn for us

Grieve if you must, for your own lost dreams. But don't mourn 
for us. We are alive. We are real. And we're here waiting for 
you.

- Jim Sinclair (1993)



Helping parents through grief

• Understand where it comes from:
–Uncertainty
–Fear
–Stigma

• Provide hope:
–Autistic people can go on to live happy, healthy lives!

• Exposure to families at different stages in their journey



Children on the Spectrum Grow and Change

• An autistic child at 2, is not going to have the same challenges at 5, at 10, at 15 as 21.  
The challenges will ebb and flow, but they do all grow

• The growth may not be at the same rate as a neurotypical child, but there is still growth
• Autistic growth chart isn’t linear.  It has peaks and valleys, and times it will seem to regress 

but it does continue.



Grief at different time points - identification

• How it may look:
–Explaining the reason behind certain signs
–Parent not following up on suggested referrals
–No-show at subsequent visits

• How to help:
–Continuity of care, reach out for routine care appointments
–Ask about the real-world impact of what you are seeing



Grief at different time points - diagnosis

• How it may look:
– ‘Spin on the ball’ on history
– Renegotiating history 
– Candidly saying they don’t 

believe you
– Wanting to leave quickly, not 

following up

• How to help:
– Ask for examples on history
– Get corroborating history
– Mention autism early and 

throughout assessment 
– Check in through the observation
– Can you push pause on the 

diagnosis?
– Encourage other therapies/preschool



Grief at different time points - therapy

• How it may look:
– Seeking out ‘biomedical’ interventions
– Therapeutic goals focused on ‘normalization’ or ‘cure’

• How to help:
– Relational continuity
– Understand what they want to ‘treat’ and why, validate emotions
– Educate about why things occur in autism, give 1st person accounts 



DISCUSSION TIME 2: 

How have you seen grief show up in your 
practice?
What worked?
What didn’t? What would you do differently?



CURES, TREATMENTS, INTERVENTIONS, 
THERAPIES – WHAT ARE WE DOING AND 
TO WHOM??



A world without autism

“What would happen if the autism gene was eliminated from the 
gene pool?

You would have a bunch of people standing around in a cave, 
chatting and socializing and not getting anything done.”

- Temple Grandin (2008) 



[sound of sucking air through teeth]

• Whether and how to ‘intervene’ is a highly contentious issue!
• Terms are broad and often misused

–Evidence-based (as a binary)
–ABA

• Parents will often ask during diagnosis about:
–How they can treat or cure the autism
–When they can expect that their child will be normal



The “C” Word

Q24: Would you like to be 
normal?



The “C” Word

…even if somebody developed a medicine to cure autism, I might well 
chose to stay as I am. Why have I come to thinking this way?
To give the short version, I’ve learned that every human being, with or 
without disabilities, needs to strive to do their best, and by striving for 
happiness you will arrive at happiness. For us, you see, having autism is 
normal – so we can’t know for sure what “normal” is even like. But so long 
as we learn to love ourselves, I’m not sure how much it matters whether 
we’re normal or autistic.

- Naoki Higashida (2007)



Questions to ask about therapeutic approaches

• What is the therapeutic goal?
–Skill-building versus appearing ‘normal’

–Emphasis on antecedents versus consequences

–Building resilience versus compliance

• Who is the client?
–Child or parent?

• Are strengths and interests incorporated?



What else can I do to help?
• Inquire about the child/youth’s strengths
• Emphasize recreation – what does she like to do?
• Discuss goals with the family (and child, if appropriate)
• Consider the role of grief/fear/hope
• Provide education:

– Many autistic people describe that flapping their hands is a way to get 
their energy out or express themselves. Sometimes they aren’t even 
aware of it. I tend to twirl my pen when I need to fidget. Do you have any 
unconscious habits?



DISCUSSION TIME 3: 

What are the different ways that you have 
seen seeking out cures? 
How have you had these discussions with 
families? What has worked? What hasn’t?



WHAT HAPPENS WHEN WE FAIL TO 
ACCEPT AUTISTIC PEOPLE?



The consequences of non-acceptance 

• Cage, di Monaco, & Newell 2017
• Autistic adults
• 41% did not feel they had been accepted as an 
autistic person in the past week
–Significantly associated with depression and stress

• Depression, anxiety, & stress all related to lack of 
‘external’ acceptance (society, friends, family)





Cage et al. 2017

• “I do not exhibit symptoms much or am able to mask/hide them 
almost completely”

• “I have to invest a lot of energy into “passing” as neurotypical”
• “I feel that I have spent the majority of my life engaged in the 
search for acceptance and therefore I can fake neurotypical
behaviour pretty well.”

• “I mask well so I am accepted but not as an autistic person.”



Why we shouldn’t cancel TikTok!









DISCUSSION TIME 4: 

Have you seen the impacts of non-
acceptance in your practice? What has it 
looked like?



Take home points

• Clinicians are:
– 1) Not fully responsible for making someone accept their child’s autism!
– 2) Still able to influence families’ feelings about autism!

• Language matters – think about yours, ask, follow cues
• Understand grief, validate feelings, provide hope
• Therapy is a nuanced discussion that has significant implications –

consider your own views and language
• Watch out for the fallout of non-acceptance



Steven Wiltshire, 2014
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Suggested reading

• The Reason I Jump, by Naoki Higashida
• Neurotribes, by Steve Silberman
• Look Me in the Eye, by John Elder Robison
• Uniquely Human, by Barry Prizant
• Following #ActuallyAutistic voices on Twitter!
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